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Student Union Will Be Open Don't Forget the Color Dry
From 8:30 A. M. to 2:30 P. M. Dance Saturday Night In the
Sunday, May 16th. Gym, 8:30-12:- 00 P. M.
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'S1111?111111? tjie Color Day week-en- d, Coronation of May Queen Mignonne Addis will be held Saturday morning in Severance Gymnasium. Sn7ishown above
with her court. Left to right, they are Dorothy Swan, Pauline Swan, Christine Dever, Laura Jane Dengler, Mignonne Addis, Betty Kilgore, Donna Botholdt, Mary Ellen
Frazier, Isabell Thomson, and Mary Steinhilper.
Art Weiss and John Compton
Capture Leading HSGA Posts;
Sections Elect New Officers
Composed of the nine new presidents of Woosters sections, the
Men's Sclf'Government Association has chosen Art Weiss as its presi'
dent for the coming year with John Compton as secretary.
Serving as the administrative and judicial board for all men on
campus, the M. S. G. A. also sponsors dances, picnics, and the Inter'
Section Serenade Contest. Art will replace Harry Scheifele,' president
during the past year.
An economics major from Rocky
River, Art Weiss is a member of Con-
gressional Club and THE Corpor-
ation. During last year, he served as
junior counsellor to freshmen in
Douglass Hall.
The present M. S. G. A. board
named their officers following elec-
tions of officers in the nine sections.
Newly elected officers are as follows:
FIRST: President, John Compton;
vice-presiden- t, Dick Falls; treasurer,
Bo Meeker; Corresponding secretary,
4 Bill Embley; Recording secretary, Bill
Payne.
SECOND: President, Bob Nether-cut- ;
vice-presiden- t, Don Shawver;
treasurer, John Park; secretary, Bruce
Love; sgt.-at-arm- s, Woody Achauer.
THIRD: President, Sam Curry;
vice-presiden- t, Scotty, McQade; treas-
urer, Bob Lawther.
FOURTH: President, Bud Ulfj
vice-presiden- t, Joe Bishop; recording
secretary, Paul Reynolds; treasurer,
Ed Towne; corresponding secretary,
Car( Love; sgt.-at-arm- s; Ken Shafer;
chaplain, Ralph Booth.
FIFTH,: President, Ken Knouse
vice-presiden- t, Herb Benson; secre-
tary, Jim Bierly; treasurer, Tom Schu-
mann; historian, Dave Barr; chaplain,
Robert --Scott.
SIXTH: President, Art Weiss; vice-presiden- t,
Bill Guyot; secretary, Ho-
mer
.
Thrall; treasurer, Jim Elder;
Sgt.-at-arm- s, Masao Kuniyoshi.
SEVENTH: President, Walt Carl-
son; vice-presiden- t, Dave McAninch;
secretary-treasure- r, Jack Reis.
EIGHTH: President, Gene Mark-ley- ;
vice-presiden- t, Tony Latona; sec-
retary, Henry Howard; social chair-
man, Stewart Elder.
NINTH: President, Lew
.
Woods;
vice-presiden- t, Demetrio Boersner;
treasurer, Bill Roland; recording sec-
retary, Lloyd Vandersall; correspond-
ing secretary, Ken Hart.
Present German Play;
Initiate New Members
Immediately following the presen-
tation of "Einer Muss Heiraten" in
Scott Auditorium at 8:15 P. M. Mon-
day, May 17, the Delta Phi Alpha na-
tional German honorary will initiate
new members. The ceremony will be
held at the home of Dr.- - Schreiber,
and will culminate in a dessert party.
Political Satire 'First Lady' -
Provides Timely Theatrics
By Pat Henderson
Everyone's got politics on his mind these days, and presidential
candidates are the fashion, so last night's
.
opening performance of
Kaufman and Dayton's First Lady was, at the very least, timely. The
play is a political satire, a burlesque of Washington society and intrigue.
First produced in 1935, it has been hot'dated by strictly contemporary
cracks at Wallace, Taft, and piano-playin- g presidents, in spite of a
tew anachronisms about vice-president- s,
The War, and inter-wa- r diplo-
macy.
Kaufman has written better plays,
but there is plenty of evidence here
of his ready wit, although his subt-
leties were not always made the worst
of."ThepIot, such as' it is, concerns
two potential first ladies, one the
granddaughter of a former president,
the other a femme d'affaires ap-
parently quite a number of them
and their unlimited antagonism.
Lucy Chase Wayne, about whom the
play revolves, is played adequately by
Janie Stroh, who is always master of
herself on stage, if hot always of the
part. Her grooming was faultless, and
her first act promising, .but in the sec-
ond act,. $ hen she realizes, the, impli-
cations of her vindictive actions, her
interpretation of the role semed to
break down; her portrayal of pain
suggested the rack more than real con-
cern for her husband. In her trium-
phal scene, her failure to dominate
the stage as completely as she was
entitled to do was partially atoned for
by her easy grace and charm.
Jan Johnson, playing Lucy's rival
Irene, was more successful in putting
across the nAiances of her catty
scenes, and she. managed to make
everyone of those inches look the
character she was reputed to be. A
H-onti-
nued on Page 4)
Gadabout Hits Stands
Tomorrow
. . .
25 Cents
It's spring, and love and laziness
and that well known fever abound.
Nature is filling the world with
ever new 'beauty and Isabella
Thomson is covering the College of
Wooster with the new, bigger and
better GADABOUT. Do I hear a
scoffing voice .demanding the defini-
tion of GADABOUT? The GADA-BOU- T,
for the uninformed, is the
new. college literary magazine, --initiated
this year by Isabella Thompson
and Jack Hofden. t - -
The GADABOUT hits the stands.
Saturday morning. It will be on sale
at the Stadium gate before the Page-
ant and before the baseball game in
the afternoon. If you can not manage
to get one then, it will be on sale
in the Senate Room and the Bookstore
Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday
afternoons. And if that's inconvenient
you can get a copy from your dorm
salesman: Sue Twineham in Babcock;
Eloise Balconi, Holden; Paul Chal-fan- t,
Douglass; and Bob Schug and
Tom Dickson will be in the sections.
That' real service! and it is only
1 23c too!!! j
Interclub Elects
Eynon President
ior Coming Year
At the first meeting of the 1948-4- 9
Interclub Council earlier this week,
the following officers were elected to
conduct business next year:
President Midge Eynon
Vice-preside-
nt
... Coe Shannon
Secretary-treasure- r Eloise Balconi
r
Serving as the coordinating unit for
all women's social clubs, the council
also supervises rush teas and is re-
sponsible for the annual Interclub
Formal in the' spring.
Individual clubs, too, have recently
selected leaders to replace their retir-
ing officers. Initiation ceremonies are
planned for later this month.
Darts elected "Snips" Sherer presi-
dent, Sylvia Reese will serve as vice-preside- nt,
Joyce Kinsey is the new
secretary, Sylvia Taylor was selected
treasurer, and Martha Granger is so-
cial chairman. .
Dominoes have "Poppy" Dengler
as president, Joyce Heath as vice-preside- nt,
Jean Chrisman as secretary,
and Kay Burt as treasurer.-"-
Echoes chose "Dodie" Weiss for the
presidency, Sally Wright i the new
vice-presiden- t, serving as secretary is
Nancy Meighan, and Dee Charpie is
treasurer.
Imps have Midge Eynon as presi-
dent, Marilyn Leichty as vice-presiden- t,
Jane Goldsword as correspond-
ing secretary, Ginny. Lybarger as re-
cording secretary, and Janice Wilson
as treasurer. - -- ' ....
Peanuts have transferred the gavel
to Elaine Williams. Assisting her will
be Peg Anderson as vice-presiden- t,
Mary Ann Evans as secretary, and Jo
Putnam as treasurer. Sally Henderson
succeeds herself as scribe.
Pyramids have elected Pat Hollen-bac- h
to their presidency, Ruthanne
Cooper is to serve as vice-preside- nt,
Ruth Ann Carson is the new secretary,
Betty Jane Reif will collect dues as
treasurer, and Marilyn Parrot has
been selected, as scribe.
Sphinx will have Coe Shannon as
(Continued on Page 2)
.
College Concert Band
Gives Annual Program
Memorial Chapel was the scene
Wednesday evening of the annual
concert presented by the College of
Wooster Concert Band. Under the
direction of Wallace Franks, the
musical group rendered the following
variety of numbers:
Ballet. Suite "The Gods
.
Go A-beggin- g"
; Handel, arranged by Beecham
Overture --"Ruy Bias" Mendelssohn
"Suite Francaise" Darius Milhaud
1. Normandie
2. Alsace-Lorrain- e
3. Provence
Tone Poem "Finlandia" ..Sibeliu
Group of Marches:
1. "The American Way"
(by request) ..Franks
2. "Tenth Regiment" ..Hall
3. "Kilties"
--
Morris
Tone Poem "Phantom
Trumpeters" James Gillette
"Mardi Gras" from the
"Mississippi Suite" ; Grofe
Excerpts from "Brigadoon" Loewe
Officers of the band this year have
been Oscar F. Beck, Jr., president;
James Bierly, vice-presiden- t; Eloise
Elder, secretary; and Howie Simon,
ibrarian. ' ' - - ' t
V,
Queen, Rainbow Court Officiate
At Festive Week-en- d Celebration
Sports. Dance Add to Gala Time
-
By Sylvia Williams
"It can't rain!" hopes Thelma Coleman, director of the Color
Day pageant, and Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs and everyone
from Queen Mignonne Addis to the flower girl echoes "It can't rain,"
,
for Woosters 44th annual Color Day, May 15th.
Weekend festivities began last night with the opening of "First
Lady" in Scott Auditorium. The play, the last production of the Little
Theater this year, will be presented I
again this evening and Saturday at
8:15 P. M., and for Commencement
June 11. Janie Stroh has the leading
role.
The Queen and her court with the
managers of Color Day and other
guests will attend the Queen's Ball at
Babcock this evening. Her attendants
are Betty Kilgore, maid of honor,
Paulie Swan, Mary Ellen Frazier,
Donna Frazier, Donna Bodholdt, Isa-
bella Thompson, Mary Steinhilper,
Dorothy Swan, Christine Dever, Lau-
ra Dengler, Deane Ferm, David
Blackshear, Al Spritzer, John Allen,
Randall Chadwick, Gene DeBellis,
John Swink, and Bill Mott. The her-
alds are Maudie Snyder and Kay
Burt.
Saturday morning at 10:15 Julia
Steiner Taylor, retiring queen, will
crown Mignonne Addis the 38th
Queen of Color Day. Senior women
will continue the celebration with a
Maypole dance just before the page-
ant. Holding back a fewsurprises, au-
thor Anne Taylor has divulged most
of the pageant's plot. Under the di-
rection of Tern Coleman, Snow White
and the Seven Dwarfs have been
searching for a gift for the queen for
the last few weeks. The conclusion
they reach Saturday will be full of
comedy, color, and beauty as specialty
acts and dance sequences weave the
story.
Saturday afternoon a track meet
with Muskingum and Fenn which be-
gins at the stadium at 1:30. Later, at
3:15, the Scots meet Denison in a
baseball game.
Dancing to the music of Bob Pat-tie'- s
Cleveland orchestra will climax
the day at the informal dance in the
gymnasium Saturday evening at eight.
.. Color Day's master artists are Dave
Poling, general manager; Dick Cave,
business manager; Jean Harris,
choreographer; Bill Embley, publi-
city; Meridith Hunter, costumes;
Greg Moore, properties; Charlie
Croghan and Gretchen Shafer, dance
chairmen.
It's heresy, but in case it does rain,
the program will be held in the High
School downtown.
Trio Plays for School
.
Monday morning a group of col-
lege musicians entertained younger
"school-goers-
" at a Wooster high
school assembly. Donna Jean Swartz,
"Dopey" Swan, and Jackie Morris
played several trio numbers.
Waltzes were offered by a group
of mixed singers. Known as the
"Liebeslieder" singers, they were
under the direction of Miss Eve R.
Richmond. " "
i 6 Courtesy of tU Alumni Bulletin
Charlie Crogan and Mel Snyder were elected by the seniors
to be alumnisecretaries for the class of '48. They will be re-
sponsible
v
for getting class news in the monthly Wooster Alumni
Bulletin.
.
-
.
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Queen Mignonne Addis
Walkins Heads Big 4;
New Cabinet Elected
In a meeting Monday during chap
el hour Big-Fo- ur elected the cabinet
for the coming year. Presided over by
retiring vice-preside- nt Dave Black-shea- r,
in the. absencewof this year's
. .: I
- TNt I n fpicaiuem uick roeuiig, trie new caoi-n- et
promises to be every bit as ef-
ficient as last year's. Succeeding Dave
as vice-preside- nt wil be Mary Ellen
Frazier. Marge Yaple will follow
Hazelyn Melconian in the secretary's
job and Bill Voelkel replaces Bob
Reed as treasurer. As is mentioned
elsewhere in the VOICE Bill Watkins
succeeds Dick Poethig as Big-Fo- ur
Chairman.
Don Shawver is officially the Week
of Prayer chairman for next year
and he already has big plans for his
new position. The main business of
meeting was the election of officers,
but it was voted to take three hun-
dred dollars (the balance of this year's
treasury) for the Restoration fund of
European relief. This year's cabinet
would like to thank the campus for
its support of this year's work and
wish all the best to next year' officers.
Voice Invites
Campus Writers
To Toin Staff
In planning organization of the
VOICE "staff for -- the coming year,
mmm .
a meeting win be held X uesday, May;
18 in the VOICE office at 4:15 P. M.
All those interested in writing and
journalism' are urged to si in, re-
gardless of previous experience. In-
formal classes in journalism are being
considered for next year. Explanation
of various functions to be performed
will be made at this time, and tentative
plans for next year's staff will b
worked out. Feature and news writers.
sports writers, headline writers, proof
readers, staff artists are urged to tend
their talents.
Anyone wishing to, work with th
business and advertising side of the
paper is also invited to b present t
this meeting.
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After The Wind
By Jack Bobbitt
Editor
..Business Manager
Co-Associa- te Editors
Managing Editor
Sports Editor
,ivTrce ccrnTF!. P,t U'inwn. Auditor: Pru Kier. Auitunt Advertiung Manager;
KeTHartrOrcuTatioo' Manager; Joan Summer,, jini jemdrevin. Lee Johnson.
5cxaff "ASSOCIATES- - Jack Lang, Johnny Allen, Dick Neln, Mary Jean Bennett.
Mary
Wm'an,.. Doro.hy Rodger.. Chuck William.. Jack Mtt. M.T ,er.An. ESylv
Bewy Jon. Ralph Underwood. Bob Hardy. M.rjorie Hulett. Harriet Hall. Bill Embley.
Kathy Jone.
STAFF ARTISTS: Joanne Windle, Bill Lanlton.
As The Leaf Turns .
The paper in your hands is the first issue- - edited and written by
the new staff named to their positions last wee. In taking over the in-- f
h.,, nt th, VOICE for the comine year, we believemcucics ij pin.ng v ...... - i- -- - - y -
cur past experience in wording with the oux stajj wm cnao c u w e,v
you a college newspaper that you will he. Our efforts will be devoted
to maing next years paper an upward step on the ladder of Wooster
journalism.
Our purpose is to serve as an integrating factor of campus life;
what doing as individuals and asto let every student now you are
trmuh. Rut we aim to be more than a stereotyped bulletin of past,
present and future events. Humor, columns and features have an im-borta-
nt
place in the college paper, too. The staff wants to give you a
paper that you will lic, and wu iooi jorwara w Teaumg im i fv-A- s
a "voice" of the students, we urge you to use the "Letters
to the Editor" column as a means of airing grievances, making commen
taries, and bringing vital matters to the attention of your classmates.
This is YOUR VOICE don't be shy about using it.
We have worked unth the old staff for a year, and have been in
the best position to observe the difficulties and obstacles they overcame
while editing this paper. They have done an excellent job well deserv-
ing of more praise than we can give them. Congratulations to AI Val-
entine and his staff for wor well done! They have passed the baton
to us; and we do not intend to stand still. Staff
Vandenberg Will Not Run
On the mornine after the Mock Republican Convention, the Vandenberg
Committee sent a telegram to the Senate notifying the Michigan Senator
of. his nomination here at Wooster. A few days later, the following reply
was received by the head of the Committee.
Mr. Robert L. Clark,
Wooster College,
Wooster, Ohio.
My dear Mr. Clark: .
I am grateful to you for your telegram of May 4th and for the very
distinguished honor which your student body of Wooster has done me
in its Presidential Convention.
I am greatly obligated to you and your associates who were good enough
to labor in my behalf. I only hope that I may continue to merit your con
fidence and faith. But I am bound to say to you as to all others that I
have no desire or intention of being a candidate for the Presidential nomina-
tion. I am sure I can best serve my country by completing my present tour
of duty in the Senate. Nonetheless I profoundly appreciate the action of
your student body. It is good for my morale.
With warm personal regards and best wishes,
Cordially and faithfully,
A. H. Vandenberg
Well, it is just the other day that a bunch of us are rolling wearily
up the walk which leads to Kenarden and fhgood chow when what are
we seeing over bv Gabin but this fieure which is knee-dee- p in posies
and which is cackling and laughing and tossing perfectly good petals
this way and that in a manner which is nothing short of utter abandon.
Naturally, this seems very odd to us inasmuch as flowers nowadays are
but no means a luxury to be afforded, especially when the dolly who gets
them is having nothing to do all week-en- d but sit in a corner and hate
you for having to send them. Nevertheless, we are proceeding with no
little caution toward this character who is now crouching on all tours
among the bloomings and is sniffing around in a manner which is quite
alarming. Furthermore, he is not seeing us and so he is cavorting to and
fro with great enjoyment. Well, everyone is looking this way and that,
what with raised eyebrows and one or two cognizant smirks. And it is
even no exaggeration to say that there are a few flared nostrils here and
there. Nevertheless, it is not until we are practically on top of this char-
acter that we are realizing the horrible state of affairs which is actually
existing. This iockev is bv no means cavorting. In fact, he is practically
gargling his last, what with gasping and groaning and clutching madly
in the direction of his face in general and his nose in particular. And
what is more, if you are thinking that it is Olo, you are right. But what
you are not knowing is that what w ith many smellings of this and that
kind of posie, he is finally snuffling up a dandelion which is now lodged
somewehere in the back of his pharynx or larynx or wherever it is that
dandelions end up on such occasions. And, as you are imagining, this
is slowing down his cadence to quite a feeble degree, although one of
our number who is a science major is ramming a ball-poi- nt pen down
Olo's throat and is removing this stemmed obstruction with a dexterity
, which is little short of amazing, considering that Olo is frothing and
bubbling and carrying on generally. Well, you are never seeing a more
grateful character than this Olo who is weaving to his pins with some
alacrity for a jockey who is just rescued from snuffling himself to
r .9 w t . r ' . ,1 t 11 1 . 1 - 1 m. 'l. '
a trifle disconcerting to watch him laughing and gabbling and exhaling
--enor- mous
clouds of dandelion lint or whatever.it is that dandelions
collect. Nevertheless, we are" excusing him on the grounds that per
haps he is indulging in one of those biology courses where it is by no
means considered bad taste to spend an afternoon frolicking among the
stamens. But at this, Olo is looking very indignant indeed. Further
more, he is declaring that he is merely out to get a little nature and
does not consider keeping score on such activities as being a bit proper,
No, says Olo, it is Spring and because he is being unable to study, he if
feeling that the only manly thing to do is to get out and commune with
nature and. as Olo says, he is no mean communer. Well, at this we
arc looking every way in general and at Olo in particular especial
since he is now down on all fours again and is sniffling and muttering
about the advantages of hedonism and one thing an another with which
we are not intimately acquainted. And just about this time, who is
flitting up the walk but Olo's dolly, Chrysanthemum, and the next
thing we know they are bounding over the sward, skipping and chuck-
ling and acting very mischievous indeed. And at this we are having to
chuckle ourselves, not because we are heading for Kenarden to eat
chow, since this is no laughing matter, but because we are realizing
that, after all, it is nice to be young and full of living.
MORE ON
Club Elections
(Continued from Page 1)
president, Nancy Fischer is to fill
in as vice-preside- nt, Dotty Daw takes
notes as secretary, and Ann McLean
is to balance books at treasurer.
Spuds are under the leadership of
Evelynn Cheadle as president. Lou
Ann DeVoss It the new vice-preside- nt,
Jean Dutch will fill the position of
corresponding secretary, Ellie Wright
jots notes as recording secretary, and
Peggy Herr writes checks as treasurer.
Last, but certainly not least, Trumps
have elected Elotse Balconi to the
presidency, Lynn Beier assists in the
role of vice-presiden- t, Alice Clark
sends notes as corresponding secretary,
Bobbie Bucklin obtained the position
of recording secretary, and Jane
Reynolds is the new treasurer.
.
What ta 6ut
Tuesday, May 18
Don Shawver
Wednesday, May 19
Girls' Chorus
Thursday, May 20
Y. W. C. A. W. S. G. A.
Friday, May 21
Senior Chapel
for other recreation!
was
warded both M. A. and Ph. D. de
grees at Columbia University in New
York City. Before accepting a posi-tio- n
at Wooster, Dr. Tostlebe taught
at the University of Vermont, Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, and for six
years served as an instructor at Col-
umbia. He has been at Wooster since
1927.
Summer "vacations" and many
I 1 1 IV I .11
weekends during tne year nna tne
professor seated at a desk in the De-
partment of Agriculture in Washing-
ton, D. C. At present he is classed as
consultant for Agricultural Finance.
He has been affiliated with the Bur-
eau of Economics since 1940, and has
held the positions of Head of Farm
Taxation and Local Credit and Head
of Short-Ter- m Credit. From 1945 on,
Dr. Tostlebe has been a part-tim- e
employee of the government. How-
ever, what time has been consumed
in Washington has resulted in in
dustrious exhibitions, for the econo
mist is the senior author of many
publications, including "Impact of
the War on the Financial Structure
of Agriculture" and the annual
"Balance Sheet of Agriculture".
Dr. Tostlebe's experience of the
first World War reminds one slightly
of that current Broadway production,
"Mister Roberts", for he was an en
sign assigned to the U. o. a. dlacier,
a supply ship in the Pacific Fleet
What time is left for leisure, after
teaching an dbureaucratic duties, is
spent with his family, traveling, or
studying the latest models produced
by the automobile industry. Though
his own car is an eight-year-ol- d Buick,
ProfessorTostlebe finds a fascinating
hobby in examining the details of
new cars. There isn't much chance
Pat, eldest of the Tostlebe daugh
ters, graduated from Wooster in 1947
and is now with the Federal Reserve
Cleveland. A second daughter
Marcia, graduates from the local
high school in June, and the young
est is a member of the seventh grade
Wooster is fortunate in claiming
the services of Professor Tostlebe, for
his authority as a financial and agri
i. i ...
cultural economist is widely recog
nized.
Gore Impersonates
Wagnerian Characters
In keeping with the idea that art
must be understood to be appreciated,
Richard T. Gore lectured on "Die
Meistersingers" Sunday night in chap
el. The story of the opera was given,
highlighted by musical scores at th
piano.
Mr. Gore impersonated the various
characters as he played partt of their
arias. The explanation of this opera
by Wagner lasted from seven until
nine thirty. It was in anticipation of
the performance which many Woos
tenant attended in Cleveland
Tuesday.
J
on
Miller Recital Sunday
At 4 Climaxes Weekend
Climaxing the gala Color-Da- y week,
end Sunday afternoon will be the
Ellen-Elain- e Miller senior recital. Be-
ginning at four o'clock the Miller
sisters will provide an hour of musical
entertainment in the Memorial
Chapel.
'Elaine at the piano, will offer the
following:
"Coissons d'or" Debussy
"Intermezzo in B Minor" Brahms
"Rhapsody in B Minor" Brahms
"Alborado del Gracioso" Ravel
Piano selections by Ellen include:
"Praeludium and Allegro" Kreisler
"Slavonic Dance in
E Minor" Dvorak-Kreisle- r
"Romanza Aridaluza" Sarasaet
"Caprice Viennois" '. Kreisler
They will combine the violin and
piano on the Beethoven Sonata Op. 2
"Fruhling".
IRC Holds Panel
In Last Meeting
I. R. C. held its last meeting of the
semester in lower Babcock, May 12,
1948. Jackie Theis, Bob Clark, and
Demetrio Boersner presented a panel
on "American Policy in the Light of
the Coming Election". Following this
there was an informal discussion.
Nationally Known Finance Expert
Heads Econ Dep t; Prof Doubles As
Washington Consultant In Summer
By Corky Marker
His boyhood on an Iowa farm accounts largely for Professor Alvin
Tostlebe's interest in agricultural economics. Head of Wooster's
department of Economics, Dr. Tostlebe is nationally known as an ex'
pert in the field of agricultural and public finance.
Born and brought up in Cedar Falls, Iowa, this professor received
his undergraduate education at the Iowa State Teachers' College,
Waterloo, Iowa, and later
Six Men Complete
First Aid Course
The Red Cross wishes to announce
f 4 tthe completion or a standard first
Aid course for men. The course will
be held at the college. The course was
conducted for 9 consecutive Wednes-
days, 2 hours each stint. The students
earned to recognize symptoms of va
rious ills and injuries, also the prop-
er methods of caring for such victims
until a doctor's services can be ob-
tained. The instructor was Bill He-
witt, and those who have successfully
completed the course are Walt Meek-
er, Bob Meeker, John Atkinson, Bob
Boettner, Edgar Towne, and Bob
unkin.
6:30
8:00
8:45
SUNDAY, MAY 16th
Leiiers lo the Editor
Who Are These
Dear Editor:
Beauties'?
What About Moke?
Dear Editor:
What I am about to say it tome
The - honors and laud bestowed
upon Dr. Ver Steeg during the last
weekend were unquestionably justified.
He is truly one of the greats in the
field of Geology and is one of the few
Department heads who has taken an
active interest in the futures of his
students. During the course of the
festivities however, there was ho men-
tion made of the untiring efforts of
the other member of the department.
Mr. Moke has successfully been
pounding a knowledge of Structural,
Mineralogy and - Optical Crystallo
RIDAY, MAY 14th
4:00 Choir ..Chapel
.
6:00 Dinner - Theatre Party 8th Section
. 8:00 College Play .
8:30 Queen's Ball Babcock
SATURDAY, MAY 15th
COLOR DAY
Color Day Breakfast .....Highland Park
3rd Section
Baseball Denison Here
Track Fenn and Muskingum .......Here
Color Day Informal ...Gym
College Play Scott
ken his place.
4:00 EIUmi anA Plains Millar. Vinlin Rprital Chattel WOOSTER?
BluKyl and Awiowl
It's always hard to take over a column that someone else has ;
written for a year . . . especially when the late author is still on cam-
pus! But, if you'll bear with me, I'll do my best. It is rumored that --
there are a number of people around who don't like the column . . .if
all of you will leave your names in the Voice office, I'll do my best
to work you in some week. Anything to avoid making enemies this
early in the game . . . . .
Guess I'll start out on the safe side by telling about some sure
things;-Lik- e the ring-on-K- ile Adams- - finger.-Th-at means she's officially
engaged to Jim Bierly. All sorts of congratulations and best wishes,
Beall Hall Beauties! Does that nice people. And then there's Janet Miller. She returned from New
mean all the girls in Beall Hall! NO! York Sunday night with her third finger, left hand all bedecked, and
It does not! "The author of the letter no one noticed it until Monday. The lucky fellow is Hank Mahoney,
to the Editor in the last issue of the from home. Is that 75 or 16 of the graduating seniors that are en-Voi- ce
bearing this signature undoubt- - gaged? " '
edly has good cause to feel the way
, jt fas been suggested that all Vandenberg supporters read the
she does and knows the specific in-- articje entitled "The Unassailable Mr. Vandenberg" which appeared
stances to which she is referring. But! a recent periodical. Which reminds us of the nice letter the corn-Ther- e
are many of us who are not m;ttee ot from Mr. Vandenbere. It thanked them kindly for the nom- -
of the same opinion and do not jnatjon an(j toid how thrilled Mr. V. was although it mentioned that
know to what she is referring. To
those whom it may concern, we are
not all the "Beauties".
Sincerely yours,
(28 names)
the gentleman from Michigan was not planning to run. Guess that
blows a hole in the argument used against voting for Senator Morse.
Oh, well, leave us leave dead issues lie.
Congratulations to all the new officials on campus. If you can
wait to have your nervous breakdowns until next June next year may
be a good one. Special messages, of good luck go to Art Weiss, new
MSGA president, Bill Watkins, head of the Big Four, and Gretchen
Shafer and Jane McAffee who will guide the destinies of the WSGA.
Also to Dave Castle who replaces the almost irreplaceable Mr. Shref- - --
fler. Speaking of Mr. Shreffler he is sorely missed in Babcock. Scy
thing that has been on my mind and eral days ago he resigned his position as head waiter and things haven't
the minds of several other students been the same since. Heartfelt sympathy to Harry Glatzjwho hasta- -
in the Geo logy Department.
Word from the rehearsal of "First Lady" is encouraging. The
last we heard Jack Hunter was terrorizing everyone with his cap gun.
And Jan Johnson was hunting for some silver foxes. By this time first
nite is over and nobody has any more nerves it says here. Good luck,
cast and crew, on this, the last play of the season. Big bouquets to Mr.
Craig, Mr. Kaltenborn, and the rest of the speech department who
have cooperated so well to give us a good Little Theater.
Fair warning to anyone who cuts on Fridays. Senior Chapels, if
the last two are any indication, are worth going to. I heard somewhere
that next week's is going to be a lulu . . . Besides there's two weeks
left and who has anymore cuts? ... It's always been a policy, I
understand, not to print the names of new steadies. But, we will make
an exception in the case of Larry Piper (who just loves to see his name
in print) and Dotty Dayton who sealed it with a section pin last
graphy into the noggins of Geology weekend. Lots of good luck to two of Wooster's nicest students.
students for quite a few years now. Notice to all Voice members, Jean Scott is giving us a picnic
Besides teaching these difficult tub- - next Wednesday at 4:30. Everybody is meeting in the Office to jaunt
jects he has seen to the physical wel- - down to City Park together. Sign your name on the list next to the
fare of his students by taking them assignment sheet if you can make it . . . Picnics seem to be the rage
on speed marches in the form of field of the season. Seems there was an awfully good one last Saturday.
trips. Who can forget taking a "little Called the F. P. P., or some such thing
walk" with Moke down to the brick-
works. .
Despite the sweat his assignments
have raised on our brows and the
many hours , spent in doing them we
would like to make it known that his
efforts in behalf of our enlightenment
have not gone by unnoticed or,
unappreciated.
Most respectfully,
Anonymous
AM la Ike MJUeU
That seems to be it for thjs issue. If anyone has any suggestions
for the continuation or expulsion of the column, drop us a line. A
new name would be appreciated or even a new writer. This is your
column, so use it. Guess I'll close but not before a slight hint that
you go down to the Shack and hear the newie arrangement of "Why
Don't You Do Right?" It's terrific ...
Westminster Fellowship Selects
President; New Commission Heads
Officers tor the coming year were
. t r f f'elected at . last ounday s meeting or
Westminster Fellowship. As heads of
the commissions: Heather Beck suc
ceeds Niles Reimer as chairman of the
Christian Outreach, Mina Hayes fol
lows Jean McAfee on Faith and Life,
Elliot Murray is succeeded by sister
Martha Murray on Stewardship arid
Hugh MacMillan succeeds Mary Ellen
Frazier as the Fellowship Chairman.
Westminster Fellowship as a whole
would like to thank last year's officers
for a superb job and a truly successful
year.
In the cabinet, Sy Satow comes in
as the new president following Bill
Watkins,' who will take over the reins
dropped by Dick Poethig, thi) year's
Big-Fo- ur President.
The retiring officers will install the
new officers at a candlelight vesper
service in Severance Stadium on May
30. This promises to be a beautiful
and impressive service and everyone
is urged to attend.
.
......
. ,. . .
,t
Next Sunday't meeting will be a
vesper' service in the Chapel preced-
ing the Color Day Sing to be held
either on the quad or on the Lib steps.
Don't Quote Me - But
By M. J. Bennett and Betsy Jones
UNDER THE UPPER CLASS INDEPENDENT STUDY PROGRAM,
DO YOU THINK YOU WILL RECEIVE A BETTER EDUCATION AT
9:15 Freshman Forum Galpin Yes, I think it will make the field of study that I choose more real
7:00 Westminster Fellowship ....Kauke and comprehendablc to me. I do enjoy the extra work done for classes
7:30 D. Weitzel .. ...............Chapel now, but it certainly would be better to have more time todevote to
i thf inriprnrifnr vunrk flnv education received at w ouster is luus.MHNin A V MAY 1). 7 .ATAVJ. llil A kAm JL X Ul
4:15
4:30
5:00
7:00
7:00
7:30
7:00
8:00
Men's Glee Club ". Chapel
String Orchestra Kauke
Classical Club Dinner Mrs. Cowles
Student Recital Chapel
Congressional Club Congressional Room
Janice Blank, '51
' Yes, I think independent study will help me receive a be.tter edu'
cation than cthcrwise. It will enable me to really try a project on my
own, but the whole idea is a little frightening.
Alice Graham, '50
Thrnutrh independent studv. I believe that mv knowledge of my
Sigma Delta Phi Mrs. Peyton's ma0r fjey wjji greater than otherwise possible. Every person willChemistry Club ....... Severance get as mucn out 0f tnc program as he puts into --it. I like the idea --very
French Club Big Four Room mucn; it's a challenging one.
r TV..!. 'cr
TUESDAY, MAY 18th LTJC?Z.7.
wun inacpenaeni htumes we wuiumm uui a..u4:00 Girls' Chorus : Chapel
4:30 Band , Kauke wnat we ain,t instea" 0 somebody who ain t us telling us what we is.
5:30-6:1- 5 Delta Sigma Rho Initiation Galpin . , , J.'. 1 1
Independent study sounds good ana i oeueve it is an advancementA. R; C. Representative
5:30 German Cluh Picnic .....SchfeibeVs
--
Gym
in education, but many personal study adjustments will be necessary
WEDNESDAY, MAY 19th
4:15 MenVGlerelub
. 7:00
v 7s80
7:15
8:00
THURSDAY, MAY 20th
...Kauke
to receive the full value of the program.
, John Hudson, '50
I don't know about receiving a better education, but it sounds as
Mrs. Jackson; Planned Parenthood . .r..m...r...".Babcock if it might be fun to work on your own. .The stacks must have lots of "
Y. W-.....:......::.......v..............:...........:...- .Babcock uncovered info in" their many books that maybe .even the" profs don't,:
Full Orchestra Kauke know about. Who knows?
Delta Phi Alpha Play Scott Martha Granger, '50
A. R. C. Representative Gym I believe that the plan will be quite satisfactory in the majority of
Swimming Program Gym fields. I think using grades in the program is detrimental but since they
4:30 Band Kauke
6:00 Men's Dinner Kauke
7:00 Girls' Chorus Chapel
:30 Men's Glee Club Banquet Off Campu
7:30 Phi Alpha Theta Babcock
7:30 Vets' Wives Mrs. fcharp'i
A. R. C. Representative Gy;
FRIDAY, MAY 21st
4:00
4:30
Baseball Muskingum Hee
5:00 Sixth Section Picnic .'...Farm 1
seem to be a necessary evil, a UNIrURM system ought to be deter'
mined within each department.
Mel Snyder, '48
I think it's an excellent idea. College students will benefit greatly
by learning to do some work under their own direction. I only hope
we'lr'alT be wise in budgeting our time!
I lanne Staller, '51
It says here that learning something and finding out how to pass
on are the aims of education. I think that the independent study pre
gram casts a new emphasis on the method of using the knowledge the
student has acquired. I haven't had any experience with the program
Choir ...,. ..Chapel yet, but I think this new emphasis on the student s expression of what
Psych. Club Picnic City Park he has learned is a good thing.
Porter Kelley, '51.
FridayMay-
- 14tVl948
7Ac .
Mel "El Gaucho" Swartz
This may not be the best time in
the world for this to appear at
school it running short, but you' can
digest it this summer while you are
spending your leiture time, if any.
It all has to do with the intramural
sports setup. First, I firmly be-
lieve in having baseball, football, and
basketball as the basic sports between
sections, but why stop there? There
are other ones tuch at golf, ping-pon- g,
and, heaven forbid, "pool"
that appeal to many of us. The more
men that can participate in intra-
mural sports the more interest that
will be aroused and less of an indif-
ferent attitude toward them.
Next fall why not have a tourna-
ment in golf that features couples in
t t tt r 1a Dest-ba- u - contest r - com - partners
drive off the tee and from there in
take turns until you hole out, then
procede the same way on the follow-
ing holes. Obviously the best golfers
may not win as a good deal of luck
enters in the contest. Are you kid-
ding?
Give it some thought anyway, it's a
possibility to liven up the interest for
both sexes, if it's necessary, which I
doubt.
Seventh has challenged fifth to a
golf tournament which will take place
on the 21st of this month. It will be
a match affair composed of 6 man
teams. Both sections are playing an
elimination tourney to determine the
men that will participate. Stan Wil-
son. Dave Dowd, and Ben Thomas- -
setti are looking exceedingly good for
iuvenrh-
-
wn ile Dick Paiee. Earl Shaw.
and Andy McEntee are the big guns
for fifth. Since it's a seventh-fift- h
affair they had to add a new ruling,
"no player shall deliberately aim at
his opponent's cranium while driv
ing." Let's hope that most of the
mayhem can be averted by thit rule,
but I would advise all spectators to
wear "crash helmets," as it's sure
to be a bloody battle.
The Freshman track team which
won two out of three meets this tea-to- n,
bowing only to the Scot vanity,
will be running against them again
next week. Coach Munsoti ia anxious
tee what the Froah thin cladt can do
and will be looking for candidate!
for next year't varsity.
Coach Chuck Slagle, who hat been
at the helm of the Frosh squad, re
ports that the yearlings will be ex
cused from ' practice sessions after
next week. A meet tcheduled with
Wooster High school have been called
off because they are closing for
summer vacation in the near future.
Wooster's baby racquet wielders
came home with the short end of the
score Monday when they lost to Ober
lin 6-- 4. It was the same team that sent
them down to defeat the previous
week. Jack Lloyd, Bob Olsen, Ed
Sheffler, and Jack Dritt comprised the
quartet that salvaged some, but not
enough, points to take the maHch.
"Sheff".- - won both his singles
matches, while Olsen and Lloyd split
theirs. Jack Dritt was forced to bow
twice since the judges declared his
serve illegal. The Scot's lost both
doubles matches in some mighty close
games.
Joe Lane, Y prexy, is trying to
introduce the idea of making table
tennis an intercollegiate sport, the
only difference being that it would be
sponsored by the "Y". Sounds good!
Did you catch a glimpse of those
classy chassies on the golf course the
past week? (Daytime that is.) It
seems all the hustle and squeals are
for the Softball tournament between
.
.nip b iw "vim.. -
tion tourney, with the two finalists
.
battling it out next Monday tor thi
championship.
rAt present Babcock leads the
league with one win and no losses
while next Monday Scot and West'
minster clash to decide the other final
position. .
Here's the dope:
Holden 18; Miller 10.
Scot 7; Hoover 5.
Babcock 23; Holden 2. Wow!
Miller 12; Hoover 8.
The staff wishes to extend its most
lni-.r-o rrknunlnrinn tn Larry Pitjer
mr.n tUa AvatU nt hit brother Mav 10
TRAGIC S
Golfers Win, Lose
Wooster's golf team made it tix
in a row last Saturday by trouncing
Fhn CoIlege2-4- . The course was
soggy, to say the least, but the home
town boys made good by winning
three and tying one of the four
matches. Walt Locker, Doug Miller
and Tom Williams of Fenn were tied
for low medalist with 79's. Bill Cot-grov- e
picked up a half point when
he tplit with his opponent at the end
of 18 holes of play. Doug "let't tee
you do that again" Miller won hit
match on the 18th green when he
sunk a 20 yard approach shot.
Tuesday though, is another story.
The men of coordination travelled to
Otterbein and came home with the
rear end of a MVi-l'- i score. Those
Otterbein clubbers were really hot on
their own course! with all their men
hooting in the 70's, they more then
avenged the defeat the Scots handed
them last week. They played wonder-
ful golf and if they continue they
will be favored to capture the Ohio
Conference medalist play next Fri
day.
WOOSTER
Walter Locker 79 (Vi)
Bill Cosgrove 82 (0)
Doug Miller 80 (1)
Johnny Guzzo 82 (0)
OTTERBEIN
Joe Schuntz 76 (3'2)
Frank Truitt 74 . (4)
Jay Truitt 77 (3)
Bill Shiffier 77 . .'. (4)
Wooster Golfers.. .16
Kent State- - Extension
. ... 0
THB BOOSTER VOICB r."- - TLrzt
Wooster's 'Casey' Takes a Swing
By Don Shawver
The outlook wasn't brilliant for the Wooster Nine that day,
The score stood two to five with but an inning more to play.
So while the sun was linking fast, and people left their tpott
It was a bitter blow for the backers of the Scots.
A few got up to go, but on the other hand the rest
Stayed with that hope that springs eternal in the human breast.
They thought, "If only Benson could get a crack at that,
We'd put up even money now with Benson at the Bat."
Then from the maddened onlookers went up a joyous cry.
It roared cross College Avenue 'fore it began to die.
It struck upon the hillside and rebounded on the flat,
For Benson, mighty Benson was advancing to the bat.
There was ease in Benson's manner as he stepped into hit place.
There was pride in Benson's bearing and a smile on Benson's face.
And when, responding to the cheers, he nobly smiled and waved
No stranger in the crowd could doubt the Scot's team had been saved.
A hundred eyes were on him, as he rubbed his hands with dirt.
Fifty tongues applauded as he wiped them on his shirt.
Then while the writhing pitcher ground the ball into his hip,
Defiance gleamed in Benson's eye, a
And now the leather-covere- d sphere came hurtling through the air,
And Benson stood awatching it in haughty grandeur there.- -
Gose by the sturdy batsman the ball unheeded sped.
"That ain't my style," said Benson. "Strike one!" the umpire said.
From the sidewalk black with people there went up a' muffled roar
Like the beating of the storm waves on the stern and distant shore.
"Kill him, kill the umpire!" shouted Shreffler from the stand
And it's likely they'd have killed him had not Benson raised his hand.
With a smile of Christian charity great Benson's visage shone,
He stilled the rising tumult, he bade the game go on;
He signaled to the pitcher and once more the spheroid flew,
But Benson still ignored it and the umpire said, "Strike Two!"
"Fraud" cried the maddened fifty and the echo answered, "fraud!"
But one scornful look from Benson and the audience was awed.
They saw his face grow stern and cold, they saw his muscles strain,
And they knew that Benson wouldn't let that ball go by again.
The sneer is gone from Benson's lips; his teeth are clenched in hate.
He pounds with cruel violence his bat upon the plate;
A silence grips the multitude; they let their voices drop,
All nature stops to listen to that feeble little plop.
But does Benson get discouraged? Nay, he hurtles toward the base,
And grim determination may be seen on Benson's face. -
In a tribute to his greatness the crowd lets out a cry
But that lowdown dirty shortstop went and caught our Benson's fly!
Trackmen Subdue Oberlin 67-6-0
Scheifele Captures 3 Events
The college trackmen went all out last Saturday to scuttle the
Yeomen 67'60. This was indeed a
squad was rather heavily favored.
less as anchorman Dave Clyde came
the meet.
Harry "We're glad he's on our
ZZO-yar- d high hurdles in the neat
time of 26.4 seconds to secure first
place, while Dave Blackshear came in
close second. Harry also won the 2
120-yar- d low hurdles and the broad
jump.
Wooster gained three much needed
points when Stan Siders took first in
the mile with Cy Satow placirfg third.
Bob Cbccia - really propelled the shot
put to win this event as Jerry Talk-ingto- n
triumphed in the pole vault.
The Oberlin cheering ' section
blamed their loss on the Republican
party, (thank you Senator Vanden-burg- ),
as a three day mock conven-
tion was the center of interest until 6
Saturday evening. Whatever the rea
son, the Scots earned their victory, as
"Fleegle" can fell you.
Mile run Thomas (O) won;
Campbell (W) 2; Walker (O) 3.
Time 4 min. 33.9 sec.
Pole v a u 1 1 Talkington (W) ,
Grofe (O) and Kelser (O) tie for
first. Height 10 ft. 6 inch.
440 yd. dash Clyde (W) won;
Curtis (O) 2; Blackshear (W) 3.
Time 53 sec.
High jump Blackwell (O) won;
Reed (W) 2; Cleland (O) and Miller
(O) tie for 3. Height ft. JOJnch
100 yd. dash Frost (O) won; Bec-
ker (O) 2; Clever (W) 3. Time 10.7
sec.
Shot put Coccia (W) won; Castle
(W) 2; Hill (O) 3. Distance 40 ft
814 inch.
120 yd. high hurdles Scheifele
won; Walton (O)' 2; Hillberry (O)
3. Time 15.6 sec., ,
QUAD- - --TRIPS
bit of a surprise as the Oberlin
Even Coach Munson was "whistle
behind in the mile relay to clinch
side" Scheifele steamed over the
Half mile Thomas (O) won; Mc
Allister (W) 2 Johnson (W) 3. Time
min. 9 sec.
Discus Logie (O) won; Hale (W)
2; Blackshear (W) 3. Distance 136
ft. 6 inch.
220 yd. dash Forst (O) won; Bec
ker (O) 2; Clever (W) 3. Time 23.8
'sec. -- '" '
Half mile relay Wooster (Dorri-cott- ,
Clever, Clyde, McAllister won.
Time 1 min. 37.5 sec.
Broad jump Scheifele (W) won;
Walton (O) 2; Cleland (O) and
Wells (O) tie for 3. Distance 20 ft.
inch.
Two mile Siders (W) won; Tucin
(O) 2; Satow (W) 3. Time 10 min.
41.6 sec.
220 yd low hurdles Scheifele (W)
won; Blackshear (W) 2; Walton (fl)
3. Time 26.4 sec.
Mile relay Wooster (Dorricott,
McAllister, Scheifele, Clyde) won.
Time 3 min. 40 sec.
Graduation Gifts Are
Now In Order!
What You Want for That
Special Friend
BUY AT .
SALLY'S
Dreary Washdays Are Banished!
In only half an hour clothes are washed, rinsed, and
thoroughly damp dried.
Bright sparkling clothes you'll be proud to show off
plenty of hot soft water and three clear water rinses do the
trick.
Come in and see for yourself how workless a modern
washday can be.
LAUNDROMAT
. Half Hour Laundry
402 East Liberty Street (Rear)
Open 8:00 A. M. to 8:00 P. M. Free Parking in Rear
sneer curled Benson's lip.
Art Hurray Undecided As Frosh
Wallop Varsity, 7--1; Oldsters
Bally To Win Second; 4--3
The two-eam- e slugfest series between the varsity and the fresh
men Mondav and Tuesday ended
7'1 and taking the second by a score ol 4'3. Alter the tirst game wacn
Art Murrav didn't know whether to be happy at the brilliant showing
nf
.
rhp ,frnsh. nr be sad at the ooor
- - 1
ended up about halfway between.
The triple combination of Dick
Snoddy, Herbie Benson, and Ed Bor-ow- y
was not enough to stem the four
base belts of Skip Combs, and Price
Daw. Skip blasted one that landed in
the track and rolled, and rolled, and
rolled, enabling him almost to "duck-waddle- "
around the sacks. Some very
excellent pitching was truned in by
Jess Malinowsky and Rog Johnston to
limit the "big-wheel- s" to a measely
two runs.
However the varsity lowered the
boom on the hapless frosh in the sec-
ond game when Frank Pierce slammed
triple followed by a perfect bunt
by Clyde Metz. Herbie Bensen and
Dick Snoddy pitched the upperclass-me- n
to victory. .. "
Art Murray ts expressing great
pleasure over the stellar performance
of most of the freshmen this season,
Some of the more promising are Bill
Morris, 1st base, Price Daw; 2nd base,
Skip Combes, short stop and pit
cher, Wilber Cristy, outfield and in-
field; "Rusty" Rausch, outfield;' and
Roger Johnston, pitcher.
George Lahm
Jeweler
221 B. Liberty St. Wooster, O.
Phone 1033-- W
Hamburger Inn"
- 15c
HAIICURGERS
PHONE 540--R
TV
Shav's Lasl-Innin- g
3-H-
un Hoacr Gives
Fifth Win Over Second
One of the most exciting Softball
. . .games this optic one naa witnessed
took place yesterday afternoon when
Fifth caked out a 5-- 4 decision over a
powerful Second section nine. It was
one of those thrillers that you read
about at Earl Shaw stepped to the
platter in the last half of the 7th
inning with two out and two aboard
to slam a home run far in left center
field.
Second led all the way under the
excellent pitching of Dick Hollings-wort- h,
until "Swish" (but he didn't)
came to bat. The Kappa Phis had a
total of eight hits to five for the Phi
Delts, but they had their't at the right
times. Bill Quayle also hit a homer
with none aboard in the seventh to
provide the winning margin. Dick
Cave pounded out two hits to lead
second in the batting parade.
Seventh it now in the third slot with
four wins and two losses, but it re-
mains to be teen if they can stay
there,as Third takes on Fifth today
for the deciding game. The men from
Third lost to Seventh 19-- 6, and Sec-on-d
10--2, after winning three straight.
In the pony league, Ninth section
has top honors by not losing a game
and winning six. Taylor Units and
Eighth are tied for second with four
wins an dtwo. losses each. -- -
The three leaders of each league
next week are scheduled for the play
offs to determine the championship
Some close games are in the making,
so it will be well worth your while
to drop ovr for a glimpse of some
of them.
in a split, the varsity losing the first
showing of the varsity. Guess he
v '
Tint Game Second Gun
Frosh AB R H AB R H
Roush, cf ... 4 0 0 4 0 0
Christy, If, 3b 3 1 0 4 0 0
Daw, 3b, 2b ... 3 1 1 3 11
Morris, lb 1 2 0 2 1 0
Combs, s 2 2 2 1 1 1
Conrad, rf If .. 1 0 0 10.0
Capon, rf, If ... 2 0
.0 10 0
Kilgore, If 10 0
Sitler, 3b, c .... 2 1 2 1 0 0
Loban, c 10 0 10 0
Ober, 2b 10 0
Slemboski, rf .. 0 0 0 2 0 0
Burton, rf 0 0 0
Malinowski, p 2 0 0 2 0 0
Johnson, p 10 0 10 0
Totals 23 7 5 20 3 2
Vanity AB R K AB R H
Pierce, If 2 0 0 4 1 2
Fry, rf 10 0
Mew, ss, 3b .... 1 0 0 4 0 0
Gaver, 2b, ss .. 2 0 0 1 0 0
Witner, 2b ...... 3 1 0 3 0 0
Busack, c 2 0 0 2 1 0
Kennedy, cf ... 3 0 1 3 12
Weygandt, 3b 2 0 1 1 0 0
McDowell, lb . 1 0 0 10' 0
Lane, lb 1 0 0 2 0 0
Crowe, If, rf .. 2 0 0 1 0 0
Snoddy, p- - 10.0 211
Benson, p, rf .. 1 0 1 2.0 0
Total 24 1 3 26 4 4
Famous for
Good Foods
Open 11 A.M.
to 9 P.M.
Closed Wednesdays
0
Stark's
Restaurant
Heating and Ventilating Coal Builders' Supplies
SALES SERVICE
'GRAY & SON. Inc.
216 East Liberty Street Wooster, Ohio Phone 67
TrT7rTvTT
7: Collect 12 Firsts For Second
Addition To Victory Streak
By Jack Lang
Coach Carl B. Munson's 1948 edition of Scot track squads made
it two in a row Wednesday afternoon on the Severance turf by com'
pletely bewildering a Kenyon cinder
ance came after forging ahead of the
at Oberlin in a last minute decision,
Rollicking to a fast start the Black and Gold picked up five points
in the 880 yard relay. Jack Dorricott,
Wooster's starter, gained several yards
on his man; Ray Clever increased the
ead; Ed McAllister held his own, and
Dave Clyde came in with ten yards to
spare and a snappy 1:37.8.
The mile run began with the con
testants taking the first lap in 62 to
68 seconds time. Bill Campbell took
over the lead for the local spike men
the third lap and held his own
with a good twenty yards over team
mates Bill Johnston and BiU JMcClel- -
and, who were battling for second
and third positions.
Dave Clyde took off on the back
stretch to overtake running mate
Dave Blackshear and opponent Dun-la- p
in the 440 yard dash later in the
afternoon. The 100 yard dash? Well,
let's forget it. Kenyon took the reins
of first and second in the persons of
fleetfooted Kasai and Hood. Ray Cle-
ver added one Woster point with a
third.
Stan Siders and Cy Satow ran to
gether for six and a half laps in the
two mile run, but Siders pulled away
and literally sprinted the last 220
yards for a near record breaking 10:- -
36.2.
Scheifele Wins Three
Harry Scheifele had little trouble
with his "peds" as he pulled firsts in
the high and low hurdles. In fact, the
Munse crew of hurdlers took all six
places in the events, with Pat Milligan
econd in the highs, and third in
the lows.
Meanwhile the weight men were ad'
ding their totals to the Wooster ledg
er as Bob Coccia heaved the shot put
over 41 feet to capture first place in
this event. Dave Castle placed second.
With these two consecutive scalps
the war belt, the plaid-cla- d boys
will be out to nip a plurality of points
from Fenn and Muskingum at the
Wooster oval tomorrow in the first
triangular tilt of the season.
Muskingum should prove to be the
better of the opponents as they took
an overwhelming victory, 107 to 20,
from Capital. They then proceeded
to run over Mount Union to the tune
Complete
Bobbie Brooks Line
Fine Quality Poplin
Dark and Pastel Shades
$8.95 ;
Kaser & Vaughn
Welcome Alumni
The Shack
Portable Radios
$19.95
AND UP
LIBERTY RADIO
ELECTRIC
334 East Liberty Street
..9631
team, 96-- 3 1-
-
This fine perform'
Oberlin thin-dad- s last Saturday
67-6(- 1
of 92-3- 7, last Tuesday. On the other
hand Fenn featured only 48 Vi points
against Kenyon's 67 in a meet early
in the season.
880-yar- d relajr Wooster won, Dor- -
ricot, Clever, McAllister, Clyde. Time,
1:37.8.
Mile run Campbell (W), first;
Johnston (W), second; McClelland
(W), third. Time 4:45.7.
440-yar- d dash Clyde. (W), first;
Dunlap (K), second; Blackshear (W)
third. Time, 0:33.
100-yar- d dash Kasai (K), first;
Hood (K), second; Clever (W), third
Time, 0:10.8.
High hurdlers Scheifele (W),
first; Milligan (W), second; Reed
(W), third. Time, 0:15.7.
Half muV-McAl- lister (W), first;
Campbell (W), second; Davis (K),
third. Time, 2:09.6.
220-yar- d dash Clyde (W), first;
Hood (K), second; Dorricott (W),
third. Time, 0:23.7.
Mile run Siders (W) first; Sa
tow (W), second; Sanford (K), third.
Time, 10:36.2.
High h u r d 1 e s Scheifele (W),
first; Blackshear (W), second; Milli-
gan (W), third. Time, 0:25.
Mile relay Wooster won, Dorri
cott, Campbell, McAllister, Clyde.
Time, 3:39.7.
Shot put Coccia (W), 1st; Casde
(W)i second; Wilson (K) third. Dis
tance, 41 feet, 32 inches.
Pole vault Endsley (K), first;
Cady (W), second; Walton (W) and
Talkington (W), tied for third.
Heighth, 10 feet.
High jump Reed (W), first;
Scheifele (W), second: Talkineton
(W), third Height, 3 feet, 7V4
inches.
Discus Wilson (K), first; Black--
shear (W), second; Hale (W), third.
Distance, 110 feet, 10 inches.
Broad jump Scheifele (W), first;
Tilton (K), second; Kasai (K), third.
Distance, 21 feet, 3ft inches.
WOOSTER
THEATRE
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
2 FATURS-
-2
Virginia Mayo and
George Brent in
"Onl oi the Bine"
and Robert Young
IIRelentless"
In Technicolor
SUNDAY, MONDAY,
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY
Gary Cooper and
Paulette Goddard tn
"Unccnqnered"
In Technicolor
AT REGULAR ADMISSIONS
FOR SAIIDU1CIIES
and SHAKES
To Fit Your Taste
. COME TO
SANDWICH ISLAND
il:::nl:nr Ucoslor Lobbyists Uliirl
On Uoshinglon IIorry-Gtf-Iloun- d
By Dick Poethig
For seven hours this past Monday, fivcWooster College students,
Walter Grosjcan, Harry Stults, Dick Vaughn, Kung Lee and yoursl
truly got a taste of the Washington brand of politics. With very little
time to spare we kept a rapid pace running from the Senate and
House offices (both in separate buildings) to the Senate and House
chambers in the Capitol building. Before long we discovered that this
game they call lobbying cari become
a very painstaking and tiring job,
especially when done on the hard
floors of the Capitol, and with the
constant threat of getting entangled
in sight-seein- g tour. We almost lost
Lee three times that way.
All our strivings were not in vain,
however, for at the end of the day
we had met and spoken to Senators
Vandenberg, Morse, Taft, Ball,
Wherry, Pepper and Representative)
Brown, Bender and Carson inddi
tion to numerous secretaries. Besides
expressing ourselves against the pro-
posed selective service and compul-
sory training legislation before. Con-
gress and listening to the varying
views of our Congressmen on the
subject, we digressed a bit to congrat-
ulate Senators Vandenberg and Morse
for the strong showing they had in
the Wooster Mock Convention. When
one of the group asked Senator Van-
denberg about his chances for the
- Republican nomination, - he politely
replied, "I'd rather be available for
a job, and hava the honor than to
take it and be found out."
While wandering down the House
of Representatives corridors, Walt
Grosjean and I wandered into an
imposing office. Upon realizing that
we were in the midst of the Ways and
Means Committee press conference,
we whisked out our pens and pads
and became journalists for conveni-
ence sake. Moving into the outer Sen-
ate Chamber, we chanced to bag Sen-
ators Taft, Ball and Wherry. While
Kung Lee was being spell-boun- d by
a speech given by Senator Morse in
the Senate, the remaining neophyte
lobbyists ended the day at a confer-
ence with Representative Clarence
Brown, the House's version of Mr.
Five by Five, only he's six by six.
Washington wouldn't be Washing-
ton without a good rumor so here's
a little Washington copy. Seems like
last Wednesday three big Democratic
party chiefs decided its time to kiss
Harry goodbye. They're in the mark-
et for some good presidential ma-
terial have any ideas? Keep your
eye on California votes in the Demo-
cratic convention; they may swing
the weight Rumor has it that Stas- -
Counter Chit-Cha- t
FROM
i
i
Freedlanders
Is there a gulf between you and
golf? Is there something lacking in
.
your game? For instance a golf -- club?
ror a game in the bag, a club in the
bag helps. This assumes a golf bag.
Like the Par-Ov- al Golf Bag Freed-
landers is letting slip through their
fingers for only 10.95. Or those
others to be had from $5.00 to
(there must be one millionaire read-
ing this) 34.50.
A club is considered a great asset
when golfing. (Some people doubt
this, but they can't have thought the
matter through.). In fact, there is
nothing like a Bob Hagey iron or
wood to come between you and the
ball. Fine tempered stainless steel
shaft and controlled grip! Irons are
4-5-
0 and woods 6.95. Freedlanders
can provide you with clubs by Me
Gregor; Reach, Wright, Ditson, and
Wilson. Right or left handed! Ladies'
clubs, too! If you're a club woman,
Freedlanders is the place for you.
The word "ball" has reared its
head, so let's face it. Yes, kiddies, a
ball is necessary also. But of course
you know about balls. They're those
little white things that roll past the
hole without dropping in. Right on
the ball are names like Tommy Ar-
mour, Wilson, McGregor, and Reach
Wright and Ditson, at .50, .79 and
,95.
And for a v golf --of --course .,. jacket
there's the M. G. T. Q. E. D. That's
translated McGregor Golden f Tee
' Quick-Ex- it Drizzler. Naturally, it's
wind-resistan- t, washable and water re
pellent, not to mention color-fas- t;
naturally it comes in several colors:
grays, greens, tans, and browns. Nat'
urally, it's ideal for fishing, boating,
camping or flying, too. But there's
more. It' special for it's quick-exi- t
tipper that unlatches at either end,
$o that you doff your jacket in a
flash. It's yours for 10.95. Come to
Freedlanders and bridge the gulf
'twixt you and golf. It's the sporting
thing to do! . ,
'
. Anne Taylor
sen has killed his chances with his
Ohio defeat. ;
Besides picking up a new slant
on American politics- - Kung Lee has
been inculcated with American slang.
If you'd like to know anything about
Washington ask Kung since he's got
the "straight scoop."
By Kung Lee
It was really a great experience in
my life to make the trip to Washing-
ton with four of the eager non-profession- al
young lobbyists from this in-
nocent college. I say it was a great
experience, in spite of the fact that
I happened to shake hands with Sen-
ator Vandenburg and Candidate Stas-se- n,
and also in spite of the fact that
I'm consciously suppressing myself
from getting involved in the hot do-
mestic issue of peace-tim- e conscrip-
tion. But however lasting these im-
pressions may be to mayself, it would
be unfair not to point out the fact
that they are entirely personal and are
limited by every minute of the twenty-f-
our hours spent there.
I was greatly impressed by the real
democratic spirit of- - those persons
on top of your political structure. It
is really difficult for an average Chi-
nese to imagine that these celebrated
persons, instead of locking themselves
behind walls of armed guards, make
themselves freely available to nearly
all the little people who want to see
them for one thing and another; in
spite of the fact that they need every
second of their time for their enor-
mous responsibility and in spite of
the fact that some of the visitors are
likely to be crackpbts of one form or
another.
However, one little side-lin- e which I
gathered from some of the Wooster
students there on the Washington
Semester Plan was that in general
those senators and congressmen who
are the least conscientious of their
responsibilities are those who are most
certain of their seats. Most of them
don't even bother' to take time out to
campaign for re-electi- on, while the
most progressive and hard-workin- g
ones are usually those who have to put
up a tough fight back homerfor re
election.
I was particularly impressed by
none other than that dynamic junior
senator from Oregon Senator
Wayne Morse. When I ventured to
ask him whether he is in favor of mil-
itary aid to China, He replied, "Def
initely no. In fact I am against any
military aid to any country."
I dropped in on the House Foreign
Affairs Committee had lunch with
one of the advisors there. It gave me
great pleasure to talk with him for
an hour on the basic issues of the
U. S. Foreign Policy for China. I,
giving him my Chinese student's point
of view, and he, the congressmen's
point of view. The following conclu
sions can be drawn from that discus-
sion:
1. The writer is convinced of the
genuine good intention of the Ameri-
can Law-make- rs as a whole, and of
their desire to help the Chinese peo-
ple. But their good intention is only
coupled with a . pitifully meager
amount of realistic knowledge of the
conditions as existing in China.
2.Those who have enough unbiased
knowledge of the conditions of China
seemed to agree with me on nearly
every point as to what the policy
should be. They have no intention of
retarding a social revolution in Chi-
na. They realize and support the two
major parties, etc. However, thev
only accept it as the general principle
tor a long range policy of some fifty
years.
3. They believe that the present
policy is justified on the ground that
the U. S. and Russia will verv likelv
have to have a final showdown within
CITY BOOK STORE
ROYAL TYPEWRITER
' Sales & Service
Ver Steeg Honored By Alumni At
H YfVilli 'v' A. .
City Park Picnic
V
il
Courteiy Wooiter Daily Record
At the picnic held at City Park as a climax to the week-en- d honoring Dr. Karl Ver Steeg,
Robert Black "pours out" for Dr. Ver Steeg and Shannon McCune. Mr. Black, at left, is with the
U. S. Geology Survey in Alaska and Mr. McCune, right, is in the department of Geography at Col-
gate University. Both are Wooster Grads and Mr. McCune was chairman of the alumni committee
on arrangements.
the next five years. For the interest of
the U. S. and for a short range
policy of some five years, it is calcu-
lated to give the U. S. strategic bases
in Asia in case of this showdown.
In the afternoon, I had the good
fortune to succeed in calling Senator
Pepper of Florida off the floor for
a brief chat with him on China. He
told me that he is against military
aid to China, but a great number of
senators are for it. "I asked them",
said Senator Pepper, "What good
will that do the Chinese people?"
In answer to the question from the
senator, "What do the liberals in
China want me to do?", I outlined
these three main points to him: 1.
it must be admitted that as long' as
the civil war in China continues, noth
ing constructive could be achieved in
China. Hence, the first consideration
of all patriotic Chinese who put the
interest of their country above their
personal and party interests will be
to stop the civil war by all means.
2. It must be admitted that as long
as the present tension between the
U. S. and Russia continues, no realis-
tic solution to the internal conflict in
China as well as in many other parts
of the world
.
is possible. Therefore,
the greatest contribution of the U. S.
to the world will be to exert their
greatest effort in coming to a realistic
settlement with Russia. (Of course,
there is a big difference between a
realistic agreement and an appease
ment.).
3. In the meantime, if you cannot
help to bring a sensible solution to
the civil war, the least you can do
is not to intensify it. Any patriotic
Chinese Will bitterly resent any for-
eign country that is trying to intensify
the civil war. It does not make any
difference whether it is the U. S. or
Russia.
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Many of your pictures can
be improved or dramatized
by the use of the right Kodak
Filter We have a complete
selection to fit most cam-
eras. See us today.
SNYDER STUDIO
and CAMERA SHOP
Phone 16
WOOSTER, OHIO
Beautiful Colored Linens for Wedding and Shower Gifts
Guest Towels and Luncheon Sets
1.00 to 25.00
The GIFT CORNER, Public Square
MANN'S LAUNDRY
LAUNDRY and DRY CLEANING
An Agent in Each Dorm
THE WOOSTER VOICB
y
Rush Proofs As Index
Hears Delivery Dale
Harry Stapler and Tom Gray
flew to Fostoria, Ohio this morn-
ing to take the O. K.'ed proofs
for the first hundred pages of the
1948 Index to the printers. Work-
ing desperately to get the yearbook
to students before they, leave
school, the staff hopes for delivery
by June 4.
If the Index arrives during ex-
ams, they will still be distributed.
An assessment of 1.00 was voted
last autumn for each student, and
thit amount will be payable on de-
livery of the annual.
, ,.
Did You Gel
A Good Room?
You wouldn't think that a simple
little affair such as drawing for rooms
would be enough to strike terror into
the hearts of sturdy upperclasswomen
of the College of Wooster, now would
you? Well, for your further informa
tion, fellow peon, it is wish, fear and
trembling and no little trepidation
that the women of this campus ap-
proach that fatal night.
For weeks ahead of time, you line
up your roommate or mates as the
case may be, figure out how many peo
ple in the class want the same type
of room you want and generally size
up the situation. You know in ad-
vance that all this preparation will
not do the least little bit of good in
the long run, but anything is better
than just sitting and waiting. Under
the present set-u- p, all, the members of
one class report on the same night,
clutching their receipts for room de-
posits in their hot little hands, pre-
pared to stand in line for at least
an hour. -
As the first people make a feeble
attempt to descend Galpin stairs after
having drawn their numbers, a great
clamor arises: "What'd ya get?"
comes hurling from all sides. If the
lucky joker was fortunate enough to
pluck a low number from the big
book, groans of anguish from those
left float up into the Josephine Long
Wishart Memorial Museum of Art.
If it should, by some quirk of fate,
be a high numeral, hope again leaps
from the faces of the multitude. Only
those who have so suffered can under-
stand just what it means.
Do we get the dorms we want or
don't we? As a rule, the golden an-
swer comes No!!!
--
- Terror is not bad to anyone who
has not experienced it, but to those
who have 'nuff said.
Color Day
Is the Time for
Flowers
WOOSTER
FLORAL SHOP
Public Square
MORE ON
'First Lady'
(Continued from Page 1)
little less tendency to clown in her
reactions to other lines was the one
thing needed to make her interpreta-
tion convincing. Her sultry society
manner and her home scenes were
well contrasted.
Jack Hunter, playing the Secretary
of State Stephen Wayne with his us
ual maturely satisfying suavity, could
have used a little more enthusiam in
the role; and "Mac" McComas, as
Justice Hibbard, Irene's senile hus
band, could have used a little less
oratory in order to sound as if Eng-
lish were his native tongue. His plain-
tive, wistful speeches were his best
and well in character with his make-
up and general appearance portrayal.
Two of the most consistent parts
in the whole show were turned in by
Zell Dennis and Don Campbell, as
Belle and Senator Hardwicke, who
looked so completely at ease both in
their roles and in the Washington
tapestry. Miss Dennis, in a part which
was essential in augmenting the pic-
ture of Lucy's social circle, was emin-
ently successful in holding up the mir-
ror to a typical Washington war-hors- e,
and Mr. Campbell's cigar-chewin- g
old politician looked like a party
fixture from way back.
It's the tendency in any political
play to run to excess in caricaturing
types, and this play is no happy ex
ception. A case in point is the part
of Emmy, Lucy's niece. Jeanne Fa-ga- n
maintained an admirably faked
Southern drawl, which was inclined,
through no fault of hers, to lose its
humor and become ' irritating. Like-
wise, Jim "Macbeth" Bidle's projec-
tion of Newspaper Ganning was good
to the last drop of overdone genial-
ity; and Nan McKee's perfection,
always expected and received, got
more humor than there was from
Women's Peace, Patriotism, and Pur-
ity.
- Loma Davis played as efficient a
Sophy Prescott as that character was
a secretary. Dave Funk as the "boy
senator" seemed disappointly ill at
ease and uncertain in, it is true, a
somewhat tentative, but still plausible,
role which did not seem to demand
that interpretation. Dee Radford,
Betsy Jones, Gene Markley, "Hap"
Allen, and Hal Sweeney turned in
notably convincing minor roles which
made for excellent background and
consistency, and the sub-supporti- ng
cast held up well except for some
pretty -- bad French from members of
the French embassy.'
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"Muskoff Drugs
WOOSTER HOTEL BLDG.
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Here Is
Color Day
THURSDAY MAY 13
8:15 Color Day Play
Friday, May 14th, 1948
"First Lady" by George S. Kaufman and Katharine Dayton.
........ .May Queen and Court attending.
,
FRIDAY, MAY 14
8:30-12:3- 0 May Queen's Ball Galpin. Hall
"8:15 Color Day PIay.ZZZ:tZI-.-..- : Scott Auditorium
"First. Lady"
SATURDAY, MAY, 15
10:15 Coronation of May Queen
, Severance Stadium
1:30 . Track Meet Fenn College and Muskingum
Severance Stadium
3:15 Baseball Game Denison Severance Stadium
8:00-- 1 2:00 Color Day Dance V----
-:. k--- Severance Gymnasium
Bob Pattie's Orchestra
8:15 Color Day Play Scott Auditorium
"First Lady"
SUNDAY, MAY 16
11:00 Church Service Memorial Chapel
Sermon by Dean Bates
1:30 The College Hour ..: . Station WWST
President Emeritus Wishart
4:00 Senior Recital Memorial Chapel
Ellen and Elaine Miller, Violin and piano
VA BUC Clarifies
Vet Readjustment
Pay, Subsistenece
Veterans drawing subsistence pay
ments while attending College under
the GI Bil of Rights must discontinue
such payments and be available for
work in order to be eligible for ser-
vicemen's readjustment allowances
during their summer vacation, Frank
J. Collopy, administrator Jf the Bu-
reau of Unemployment Compensa-
tion, warned today.
Readjustment allowances are pay
able to eligible unemployed veterans
under a section of the GI Bill other
than that governing college subsis-
tence payments. The payment of such
allowances is handled by the BUC in
liaison with the Veterans Administra-
tion.
Collopy pointed out that veterans
out of school during a vacation period
must not apply for readjustment al-
lowances until such time as they are
certain that their subsistence pay-
ments have been discontinued. A vet-
eran who draws both his subsistence
and readjustment allowances is sub-
ject to severe penalties and forfeiture
of all future allowances.
To be eligible for readjustment al-
lowances during his summer vacation,
an unemployed student veteran must
be available for work and willing to
accept any suitable job. Claims for
readjustment allowances are filed at
the nearest office of the Ohio State
Employment Service, a BUC division.
The unemployed veteran can con-
tinue to draw readjustment allow-
ances, pending his employment, only
as long as he reports to the Employ-
ment Service office each week at an
assigned time and is actively seeking
work during each week for which
he claims an allowance.
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Police Deparlmenl
Uses Infra-Re- d Lamp
To Deled Criminal
In an" attempt to recover a total of
225 stolen last week-en- d from various
rooms in Kenarden Lodge, all m.en
eating in Kenarden dining hall last
Monday evening were inspected by
infra-re- d light. Borrowed from the
Wooster Police Department, the lamp
was designed to detect sensitive pow-
der used in marking a few bills used
as a trap for the thief or thieves.
After the original loss of around
200 last Friday evening, the victims
of the robbery went to the Wooster
police for aid. Several bills were
marked with sensitive powder and
left in the same place. These bills
were missing Sunday evening, and the
subsequent investigation was con-
ducted by Art Weiss, newly-electe- d
president of the Men's Self-Govern-me- nt
Association, and Mr. Ralph
Young, dean of men.
An' inspection of clothing in Ken-
arden rooms was made Monday after-
noon for traces of the powder, and
the clothing, billfolds and money of
all men was made Monday evening as
students left the dining hall. No traces
were found.
The robberies last week-en- d are the
culmination of a series of thefts of
considerably smaller sums in the last
few weeks. All men are warned to
keep a close watch on any money they
might leave around their rooms.
Moore
Taste Treats
Special Cakes
CHERRY TARTS and
DELICIOUS ROILS
Moore Bakeries
138 East Liberty Street
Telephone 160
SUCCESS
STORY
By Pam Rogers
95
Y
The suit-dres- s slated to be
your favorite now, your
summer successes later.
TrTat's because the corded
fabric keeps you cool, crisp
and comfortable whatever
the "weather. Gay, junior'
hearted styles in brown,
black, with white.' J '
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FREEDLANDERS
